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How Did We End Up Here
B4-4

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                             How Did We End Up Here? - B4-4
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Tabbed by: bltcsolo
Send me a private message for questions or other sappy song requests requests.

Song is dedicated to my hun Jenn, as this song is one of our songs.

The intro is not accurate, I just tabbed the best I could hear onto guitar.

Tuning: Standard EADGBe

e|----------------------------------------|
B|-----4-6-4------4----------4-6-4--------|
G|---5-----5--5h6---6-5----5--------------|
D|-6--------------------6-----------------|
A|----------------------------------------|
E|----------------------------------------|

Chords

C#-x46664
G#-466544
F#-244322
D#-x68886
A#m-x13321
B-x24442
F-133211
G-355433
C-x32010 or x35553  (Doesn t matter)

The Chords of the song should be about 85% accurate, feel free to make
suggestions for 
bridge as it had the most trouble sounding that part out.

Verse 1

C#           G#   C#           G#
I let you go, you did just the same
       G#              C#
We must have thought that we d be
  F#              G#
Better off that way

C#           G#   C#           G#



Now here we are, free to move on
       G#            C#                 C#
Searching just to find the love
  F#              G#
We both had all along

         F#        C#                G#
After all the words were said now
                   F#            C#           G#
I m thinking we should just be friends

Chorus
                  F    G      C
How did we end up here?
               F   G    Am
Didn t we say goodbye?
                      F    G   Am
I guess it took breaking up
         F       Am
To make us realize
                  F    G      C
How did we end up here?
               F   G    Am
I thought we couldn t work it out?
                       F       Am
It seems the circle of love
       F              Am
Brought us back around

Verse 2 (Same chords as Verse 1)
We acted strong
We thought we tried our best
To save what we had,
By giving up on all the rest
It all just seems so clear
At least at the time
Convincing ourselves
We were just doing what was right

After all those talks together
Thought we gave up on forever

[Chorus 1 Again]
B        C#         A#m  B
Sometimes the truest lies
           A#m      B       F#
Are the ones we tell ourselves
       A#m       B         C#     D#
The very last time, we said goodbye
    F#         G#       C#
Inside we meant don t go



Bridge (Chorus with one key higher)
                    F#   G#   C#
How did we end up here?
               F#   G#   Am#
Didn t we say goodbye?
                       F # G# Am#
I guess it took breaking up
           F#      A#m
To make us realize

                    F#   G#   C#
How did we end up here?
               F#   G#   Am#
I thought we couldn t work it out?
                       F # G# Am#
It seems the circle of love
           F#      A#m
Brought us back around

Outro (x2)

 F                    C
How did we end up
F        G                C
How did we end up here?
F                    C
How did we end up

F        G                C
Right back where we started


